Fractal image compression uses the property of selfsimilarity in an image and utilizes the partitioned iterated function system to encode it. Fractal image compression is attractive because of high compression ratio, fast decompression and multi-resolution properties. The main drawback of Fractal Image Compression is the high computational cost and is the poor retrieved image qualities. To overcome this drawback, we design a new algorithm which is based on Pollination Based Optimization which is used to classify the phantom, satellite and rural image dataset. Flower Pollination Based Optimization is nature inspired algorithm which decreases the search complexity of matching between range block and domain block. Also, the optimization technique has effectively reduced the encoding time while retaining the quality of the image. Peak signal to noise ratio, entropy, compression ratio and mean square error is found for phantom, rural and satellite images data set. This new method showed improved highly accurate results.
INTRODUCTION
The foundation of fractal image goes to Barnsley & Jacquin. In fractal image compression an image is represented by fractals rather than pixel. Block segmentation, region segmentation and the cross searching method lie under the umbrella of selfsimilarity algorithms. A fractal is worked as Iterated Function System which is a group of affine transformations. The main work for fractal coding is to extract the fractals which are used for approximation to the original image. These fractals are represented as a set of affine transformations. It has high compression ratio and simple decompression method. The main drawback is larger computational time for image compression. In order to reduce the computation time different optimization techniques have been proposed. It is found that the computational time can be improved by performing the search in a small sub-set of domain pool rather than over the whole space.
In fractal image compression, the image is divided into a number of block domains with arbitrary size. Then, the image is divided again into block ranges with size less than that of the block domain.
The main objective of this paper is to develop an efficient optimization technique for fractal image compression which involves classifying the domain pool blocks for a gray level image and color image, thus improving the encoding time and quality of images.
In this paper, flower Pollination Based Optimization approach is used for fractal image compression. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, pollination based Optimization (PBO) is discussed. In section 3, the proposed methodology is discussed. Experimental results on images are presented in section 4. Finally, in Section 5, some conclusions and directions for future work are discussed.
POLLINATION BASED OPTIMIZATION
Pollination is a process of transfer of pollen from the male parts of a flower called anther to the female part called stigma of a flower. Pollination is of two types: Biotic and Abiotic pollination.
In biotic pollination pollen is transferred using insects and animals while in abiotic pollination more number of pollinators is required like wind etc. Plants have both male as well as female organs. The transfer of pollen from one plant to other is considered to be good. The floral display, fragrance and nectar attract pollinators, which leads to pollination. The pollination in plants is 6 week programme. 
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY & IMPLEMENTATION
In this work mean square error is used as fitness function. The image as a whole is taken rather than taking single pixel in image. Image is subdivided into R, G, and B components. Pollination parameters like average display, nectar content etc. are initialized.
Weekly goal for pollination in fractal is determined on the basis of scaling to transform. In each iteration, MSE is calculated for every range block and domain block. Then the probability is calculated for each domain and range block based on MSE.
Flower Pollination Based Fractal Image Compression Algorithm
The PBO algorithm in fractal image compression applied is as:
Step 1: Split the color image into three different matrixes R, G, B and repeat the following steps.
Step 2: Initialize the PBO parameters that includes: Step 4: Scale the domain block and next generation is calculated using modified equation (1) as:
Step 5: Define weekly goal that is matrix of 6 possible scaling to transform s= [.10 .25 .50 .75 .90 1.0] Step 6: Calculate the MSE, in each iteration, for every range block and domain block.
Step 7: Calculate probability of each domain and range block based on the MSE value using equation (2).
The block is represented as Xj = (x1, x2,……xj). The best probability of each block is considered and represented as . The probability of the block among all the values in that iteration is considered as . The probability of block 'i' is represented as .
Step 8: If the probability is above the predefined value than go to step four otherwise stop.
Step 9: If no domain block is left then stop the process otherwise go to next iteration.
RESULTS
For RGB fractal image compression using flower PBO, large dataset of Phantom, Satellite-Rural and SatelliteUrban images was used for testing phase. Results were calculated after implementing above algorithm in Matlab 7.5.0.
In this work compression time (encoding time) of fractal image compression is reduced and visual quality of image is better as compare to previous fractal image compression schemes , also PSNR provides better result in case of proposed algorithm. The compression is executed in two steps firstly perform compression i.e. image encoding and after encoding decoding of image take place, image is reconstructed and compression ratio and PSNR are calculated. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 For calculation P1001, P1002, P1003, P1004, P1005, P1006, P1007, P1008, P1009, P10010 phantom images are used. In Table 2 , for calculation SR101, SR102, SR103, SR104, SR105, SR106, SR107, SR108, SR109, SR1010 satellite rural images are used. In Table 3 , for calculation SU101, SU102, SU103, SU104, SU105, SU106, SU107, SU108, SU109, SU1010 satellite urban images are used. All the calculated values are rounded to two decimal digit places. The Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows the graphical user interfaces for the Robust and Efficient Fractal Image Compression using Flower Pollination Based Optimization for input and decompressed image. Table 4 shows the test images used for the work.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The present paper presents a new technique which improves the fractal image compression through pollination based optimization. The visual quality of image is much better with PBO as compared to FIC. Image compressed with PBO optimization is much close to original one, but with FIC distortion comes in the image. PSNR is used here to measure the quality of reconstructed image. It is easy to modify to purposed method for other measures of judging the quality of decoded image. This paper shows that the use of PBO, tends to reduce the encoding time and improves the visual quality of image and overall performance of purposed technique is better than other optimization techniques. The key advantage of this technique is that it is well suited for applications requiring fast access to high-quality images. PBO is a much promising and still young technology that can fit well in many area of the multimedia system's world. In the future the existing work can be enhanced by considering the following points. Any other optimization technique can be implemented on fractal Image Compression. The proposed algorithm can also apply on medical images like MRI, CT scan etc.
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